GROWING CLIMATE MOVEMENT

(Music: Proud Mary by John Fogerty, new words: Bonnie Lockhart)

If you go down to Lake Merritt (the demo)
Bet you’re gonna find some people who care
People need the power
Got to seize the hour

New York City, Oakland and everywhere!
    Big Oil can’t keep burnin’
    We got the tide a’turnin’

Growin’, Growin, Growin’ climate movement (X2)

We can make jobs in the city
We don’t have to burn those fossil fuels!
There is wealth aplenty
Use it for the many

One percent won’t keep on makin’ rules
    Big Oil can’t keep burnin’ . . .

We got imagination
We can build up new technology
With a common vision
Make a just transition

Workplaces with real democracy.
    Big Oil can’t keep burnin’ . .